MRCS Cloud-Based Services
At Maple Ridge Christian School, the privacy and security of our students is very important to us. We
strive to ensure that the cloud-based services we use protect the data of our Kindergarten to Grade 12
students with strong security features that continuously safeguard their information.
British Columbian privacy legislation requires that we inform you of these cloud-based
services/processes and obtain the consent of a parent or guardian. Consent is given for the use of
these services and the storage of the digital content the student produces.
We are also required to inform you that many of these cloud-based services are hosted outside of
Canada and subsequently store student data on their servers outside of Canada. Information stored in
a foreign country is subject to the laws of that jurisdiction (including the USA Patriot Act).
Maple Ridge Christian School only uses cloud-based services that are committed to the privacy and
security of digital content.
The following is a list of cloud-based service providers that MRCS uses:
Google Apps for Education
Google Apps for Education is a suite of productivity tools that help students and teachers interact
seamlessly and privately across devices.
Google Apps for Education is used extensively by MRCS. It is our primary means of communication
and collaboration. Google Apps for Education helps teachers manage their “Google Classroom” by
helping them distribute assignments, give quizzes, and send feedback. Students can access their
schoolwork from any computer or mobile device that is connected to the internet. Google for Education
Privacy Policy
myBlueprint
myBlueprint is an education and career/life planning resource.
myBlueprint help students discover their learning and personality styles. It also provides surveys on job
compatibility and helps students match their interests with potential careers. myBluePrint Privacy
Policy
MyEducation BC
MyEducation BC is the single educational record for students in BC instated by the Ministry of
Education.
MyEducation BC is used to handle administrative tasks from daily attendance records to creating
report cards and transcripts. They provide secure access to educational records for students across

British Columbia. Teachers, students, and parents can use features to collaborate and plan a more
personalized learning experience for students. MyEducation BC Privacy Policy
Pearson Education
Pearson Education creates grade-level content specifically designed for student learning.
Pearson Education is best known for their textbooks. However, they now create online content that
students can view by logging into their website and view digital textbooks. They provide a service that
hosts content that is searchable by discipline, grade level, or topic. Pearson Education Resources
Privacy Policy
Prezi
Prezi is a story-telling software used to create visual presentations.
Prezi is a visual presentation technology used as a creative alternative to Google Slides or Microsoft
PowerPoint. Its clever use of animation and fractal design makes it enticing to students. It is used by
students in Grades 8-12 only. Prezi Privacy Policy
Raz-Kids (Learning A-Z application)
Raz-Kids helps students learn how to read more effectively with better comprehension.
Raz-Kids provides meaningful online reading practice on computers and mobile devices with hundreds
of levelled books and corresponding quizzes offered at 29 levels of reading difficulty. Teachers can
easily track individual and class-wide progress with digital reports. Raz-Kids Privacy Policy

